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3m 6800 full face respirator manual
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. A great
way to discover the resources available through Rocket Industrial, delivered directly to your inbox.
Otherwise, we’ll assume you’re OK with our use of cookies. Highly versatile, the masks can be used
wherever there is a danger of harmful particulates, vapours or fluid splashback. The mask features
fullface coverage with a unique center adapter to direct exhaled breath and moisture downward.
The filters are easily attached and replaced thanks to their bayonet fitting, and are also conveniently
shaped to allow an unobstructed field of view.The 3M 6000 series reusable full face respirator mask
helps to provide protection against particles, gases and vapours when used with an approved
cartridge or filter NIOSH. The respirator is reusable as the cartridges and filters can be exchanged
or disposed once used to capacity. Made from a thermoplastic elastomer, making it soft, lightweight
and reliable. Fitting the respirator is easy with a balanced a four head strap combination for a
comfortable yet secure fitment. Featuring a large lens for a wide angle of viewing and excellent
visibility.They are all easily attached with a quarter turn twist on and off onto the face piece. They
are often more suitable for heavyduty tasks than disposable facemasks.However, they become a
harder filter to breathe through. The user will notice breathing becoming too hard and will then
need to change the filter. Half mask respirators cover only the nose and mouth, while full masks
cover the entire face. While both masks may have the same grade of filter, a full face mask has the
benefit of sealing around the whole face, creating a more secure seal. Full face masks also have the
advantage of protecting the eyes from vapours or splashing. As such, the full face mask option is
often a better choice for potentially more hazardous
conditions.http://www.lacavenormande.fr/userfiles/20200908082910.xml
3m 6800 full face respirator manual, 3m 6800 full face respirator manual, 3m 6800
full face respirator manual review, 3m 6800 full face respirator manual download, 3m
6800 full face respirator manual pdf, 3m 6800 full face respirator manual
instructions, 3m 6800 full face respirator mask.
However, a halfmask might be a more costeffective option if extra protection isnt needed, or might
be more suitable for use in combination with specialized headgear. Be sure to follow all pertinent
instructions and that health and safety best practice is adhered to at all times. Always be sure to use
the correct filters for your environment, and make sure the replacement filters are changed as
regularly as is recommended. It offers a wide field of vision and is well balanced. These highquality
threelayer masks have been designed to be lightweight and breathable while maintaining an up to
95% Bacterial Filtration Efficiency. They also offer a flexible. You must have JavaScript enabled in
your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Partner With Us to progress and thrive
safely. We look forward to the opportunity to fulfill your requirements and establish a long lasting
relationship. Get in touch with us. SIPCOT Industrial Park. Irungattukottai, Sriperumbudur. Tamil
Nadu, India Pitampura, Delhi110034. Please upgrade to a modern browser. We recommend Mozilla
Firefox or Google Chrome.N95 respirators protect against particles in the air to filter out hazardous
bacteria or viruses. Respirators that are NIOSH approved will be clearly marked with a label
notifying users that the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of the U. S.
Department of Health and Human Services certifies that the respirator meets the high standards for
testing and is approved for occupational use. This respirator is NIOSH approved and dual airline
supplied air compatible. When used with compatible cartridges and filters sold separately via
bayonet connection, this respirator provides respiratory protection from particulates, gases, and

vapors. When using this respirator, exhaled breath and moisture are directed downward by the
center adapter to prevent fogging. The large lens offers excellent visibility and a wide field of
view.http://micronetglobal.com/userfiles/comanche-4-manual.xml
Plus, 3Ms Cool Flow Valve ensures this respirator is easy to breathe through while reducing heat
and moisture buildup for cool, allday comfort. This mediumsized respirator is easy to disassemble
and clean, and because cartridges and filters can be replaced, this respirator can be used again and
again for a costeffective solution. It has a lightweight, full facepiece construction for ultimate safety,
with a silicone face seal for a comfortable, reliable fit. This respirator is great for use in a variety of
industries such as construction, food and beverage manufacturing, general manufacturing, heavy
industrial, industrial maintenance, marine, mining, oil and gas, pharmaceutical, as well as
transportation. The 6000 Series facepiece also meets the impact requirements of the ANSI
Z87.12003 standard for face and eye protection.For more information, go to
www.p65warnings.ca.gov. For more information, go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov. Download Adobe
Acrobat software View your account for details. With hundreds of thousands of products available
and millions of orders shipped, we have everything your business needs to function at its best. Over
the years we have expanded our selection of commercial equipment and wholesale supplies to
include healthcare, educational, food, beverage, office, parts and hotel supplies. Our fast shipping,
low prices, and outstanding customer service make WebstaurantStore the best choice to meet all of
your professional and food service supply needs. Give us some feedback. What do you think of this
page. How can we improve it. Comments Email Address We are only able to reply to comments that
include an email address. Thanks! There was a problem submitting the request, please try again.
Give Feedback This form is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of
Service apply. Do Not Sell My Personal Information Variation ID. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
Instructions By continuing to use this site, you accept these cookies. Close. Please note we have
closed our Bristol retail store. Click for details New customer Start here.Requires only limited
maintenance time. Just clean as directed between uses. NIOSH approved. Much like the 6200 but
with added eye protection. For use with the 6001 Organic Vapor Cartridge. Can also be used with
additional accessories 501, 502, and filters 5n11 and 2091. Respirators and cartridges sold
separately. 3M 6800 is a size Medium, 3M 6900 is size Large. Fred Shafer 20150112 Paint Spray
Cartridges 3M 6001 Organic Vapor Cartridge To be used with 3M 6000 and 7000 Series Half Face
and Full Face Respirators with bayonet attachments. The very popular 6001 Organic Vapor
Cartridge is ideal for spraying. The 6001 is NIOSH approved for certain organic vapors. Will be fine
for this mask. Undisclosed 20140202 Not really. The mask seals around your face, so I dont think it
would work. 20140202 Ken Baughman The fullface mask is great. I used it to paint the interior of
lockers on my boat. There were a few occasions where I needed my glasses to remove items from
inside the lockers that were fastened in place. You can do it for a short period of time but it makes
the mask leak outside air and defeats the masks effectiveness. Maybe 3M has a device like they use
in scuba masks to hold eye glasses 20140202 JONATHAN BRIENZA You need to get a 3M 6878
Spectacle Kit 20170403 anonymous Can this mask safely be used to spray Interlux perfection. Cant
justify the expense of a forced supply mask.I do use this mask to shoot the original Awlgrip paints. I
do the painting outside so there is less concentration of VOCs in the air. Best advice is to be careful.
Maybe you can rent a forced flow mask. 20130915 JONATHAN BRIENZA I like the mask. It fits well
and has protected me while dry sanding Micron Extra every spring, but I have not used it during the
application with roller and tipping.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/67289
Bill 20130926 BILL SALTONSTALL Interlux. Can you be more specific on what job you will be using
this mask for. I work for the motion picture industry and we spray all kinds of materials, works fine

for me and protects my eyes and face great. Only problem Ive had is sometimes I have to wipe the
face of the mask to see fur to HIGH over spray. 20130926 GREGORY CLARK How to size the 3m
6000 full face respiratorThanksJerry Jerry Readinger 20130826 Jerry, I cannot remember how I
sized the mask. I am sure they do for the thousands they sell for OHSA compliance. I wish mine had
more face volume to accommodate glasses.Excellent productWard G 20130826 WARD GILL The 3M
respirator has rubber straps that have quick release buckles. In other words, one size nearly fits all.
I wear glasses, a bushy beard, and my hair in a ponytail and still find a way to easily take the mask
on and off. I fit the mask to my face with the straps loosened. While holding the mask with one hand,
I tighten the head and chin straps until snug. Removing the mask reverses this process. Holding the
mask, I loosen the quick release buckles enough to lift the mask from my face, being careful not to
break my glasses in the process. Note the retainers for the filters sometimes fall off during mask
mounting and removal. This is one product improvement that 3M should consider Wearing the mask
for extended periods is not a problem for me.I already had a half face respirator that fit me so I
ordered the same size for the full face. It fir fine, even with wearing my glasses inside. 20130826 D I
can I wear glasses with this. Undisclosed 20120417 No they will get in the way of the seal. I use
contact lens while using mask 20120417 JAMES MCCABE No. Glasses may fit inside the mask, as
mine do, but the earpieces break the seal so the respirator lets unfiltered air in. Best respirator Ive
used, though.
https://eastwestmacrobiotics.com/images/canon-ixus-user-manual-download.pdf
20120420 DAVID SCARBROUGH Well, Im able to wear my glasses under the 6000 fullface
respirator, although adjusting the straps to keep pressure off the bridge of my nose is a bit fiddly. If
Im doing the sort of work where the respirator is on and off me a lot, I usually resort to my halfface
mask. David 20120417 DAVID LIKELY A heavy frame would be a problem for two reasons. One, the
rim of shield would put pressure on the frame arms and put a possible point pressure on the sides of
your head. Second, a tight seal around the shield would be broken negating the respirator
protection. If the shield is to be used as a direct line particle protector as when grinding or wire
brushing, then the respirator is being used as a face shield and small frame glasses like the Flex
Frame could be used. 20120418 Sweet Pete Sweet Pete It is a great mask, but you can not wear
glasses in it. It makes a seal around the outline of your face pressing right against your temples.
20120418 CHRIS FLANAGAN Not really the seal goes right down the putter cheek. You will not get
an airtight seal unless u have flexible temples on your glasses. 20120417 STEVE KEBLINSKY You
need to get a 3M 6878 Spectacle Kit 20170403 anonymous CAN YOU TELL ME THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN MEDIUM AND LARGE. Undisclosed 20111212 My 3M 6898 mask doesnt have a size
designation that I can see. The head straps are completely adjustable so head size should not be an
issue. I wear a Large size crash helmet for my motorbike, and this mask fits me perfectly. In fact it is
amazingly effective with noxious paint fumes. I really like it. 20120108 GLENN BENGE I wasnt sure
what size I needed and got the medium. It fits perfectlyIm 6 190 lbs 20111229 ROBERT MARSHALL
WILL THIS MASK BE GOOD FOR CHLORINE GAS. Undisclosed 20111208 Be careful with chlorine
gas.no Earth born organism can survive in a chlorine enviroment. I do not have experience nor do I
have filter elements to use with chlorine gas.
http://easytransferbrazil.com/images/canon-ixus-x-1-manual.pdf
I have protection from organic compounds mostly paint solvents. If 3M makes a filter for chlorine
the mask will work just fine. Very effective at vapor control.Have you considered forced fresh air
systems 20111211 JONATHAN BRIENZA With the proper filter and adjustment of the mask
Certainly. If you are working in an environment that contains more gas than breathable oxygen then
I would recommend going to a full respiration system like one used by professional automotive
painters. 20111208 MINSTREL COTTINI So I had to do a lot of sawing and grinding to do so. The
full face mask I bought saved me a lot of itching eyes. Probably more. Nucleotide S Dartmouth

20180402 true Comfortable protection 5 Very comfortable and provides excellent protection. Wish I
had bought one years ago. Easy to seal yourself off from dust and fumes. Use mine for bottom work
and now dont get any dust lines on my face from wearing separate eye shield and dust mask while
sanding. Nice to have easily replaceable dust filters and I do recommend the replaceable lens covers
though I dont see them listed in the Jamestown catalog. Also takes care of fumes from epoxy and
bottom paint. I bought the medium size and have no issues with fit. Boat ovehauler Great Lakes
20150119 true Great Respirator! 5 Fits like a glove and is really easy to put on and take off. Like a
previous reviewer said, I wish Id got one of these years ago. Its recommended you buy a pack of the
disposable face protector shields if youll be using it to spray paints. Tesscar San Diego 20100620
true What a product!!! 5 Well.if youve ever sanded the bottom of a boat and used the simple goggles,
and the little mask.then Im sure your eyes felt as good as mine. YIKES. It was brutal. This mask is
awesome. I sanded for nearly 4 hours no fogging, no leaking. My eyes were clean, and it was a
pleasure to sand the iPod helped too. This is the way to go. Great visibility, protection, and comfort.
I cant wait to sand again next year OK thats a stretch, but it was great The Sand Man Rhode Island
20090106 true Very good if you dont need glasses 4 I use it to sand and fiberglassing epoxi
composite boats, but it becomes almost useless to me because I need to use glasses, and the arms of
it causes air leakeage around the mask vedation, and the nose piece is too large to accomodate the
glasses. I think that this limitation must be better displayed on the product especification. Excepting
by that, its a very good mask. Davids Boatbuilder Santa Rita do Passa Quatro, SP, BRAZIL 20081004
true Save your lungs and protect your eyes 5 My favorite thing to use sanding old bottom paint
keeps the dust and flakes out of my eyes and lungs. The fullface mask does a good job when making
sawdust too. Woodworking Dan North Kingstown, RI 20080225 true 3M 6000 Fullface Respirators
4.8 6 100.0 All Rights Reserved. They are nonreturnable, may take 24 weeks, price and shipping
charges subject to change. These masks are adept at filtering contaminants from the surrounding
atmosphere and ensuring a steady flow of clean air to the wearer. These work in conjunction with
particulate filters, vapour cartridges and air respirator systems. The mask is equipped with a large
lens, with the wide field of view ensuring perfect visibility. The mask is made of silicone and
thermoplastic elastomer TPE, with their lightweight characteristics and durability contributing to
enhanced comfort and ease of use. They are equipped with a cool flow valve, making breathing in
even severely contaminated environs effortless. These masks have a wide range of application in
industries such as agriculture, construction, general manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, and primary
metals. Product Attributes Secure and Safe Payments. These masks are adept at filtering
contaminants from the surrounding atmosphere and ensuring a steady flow of clean air to the
wearer.
vdgairconditioning.nl/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626b9ca20bc82--casio-ctk-810-manual.pdf
Product Attributes Final EMI is calculated on the total value of your order at the time of payment.
The Bank charges annual interest rates according to the reducing monthly balance. In the monthly
reducing cycle, the principal is reduced with every EMI and the interest is calculated on the
outstanding balance. The is no minimum order value to avail the EMI payment option. While you will
not be charged a processing fee for availing ShakeDeal’s EMI option, the interest charged by the
bank shall not be refunded by ShakeDeal. For select banks, the interest amount on the first EMI will
be calculated from the loan booking date till the payment due date. GST may also be levied by the
bank as applicable. Shop Wholesale MRO Supplies.Choose from a vast collection of power
tools,Decker, Makita, Dewalt, Foster etc onto its platform. You get to choose from aFrom power
drills,Get Bosch angle grinders, rotary hammers. Aegon chop saws, and marble cutters at
unbeatable prices.Aegon, Endico, Josch, Taparia, Yuri and. Ruhi are hogging the limelight in power
tool domain.Online marketplaces stock all types of safety footwear on its platform. You canAllen

Cooper, Tiger Lorex steel toe safety shoes, JCB, Bata, Karam, Stanley, AcmeFluke multimeters,
infrared thermometers, Fluke LED light meters, MitutoyoShyong, Josch, Kisankraft, Keyul etc.Get
aestheticallyShop online for personalizedWe offer attractiveAvail amazing discounts onLED lights
and lamps. Purchase LED lamps at best prices online.Reynolds Epson, Kores, JK, Natraj, Luxor at
attractive prices only on. Shakedeal. Files, folders, document holders, notepads, pens and a host
ofChoose India’s preferredChoose from an excellent assortment of angular contact bearings, ball
bearings,Get exciting deals onTopselling bearings are NBC ballYou can choose from a huge
collection of Fevicol, AralditePurchase glues,Some topselling adhesives are. Camlin 150ml Kokuyo,
Pidilite 0.
5 g Fevikwik Instant Adhesive, Pidilite Applicator Tube, Kores Glue Stick, Faber Castell 15 Grams
Box of 20 Pieces. Glue Stick.Online platforms host all leadingLitre GermFree Disinfectant Floor
Cleaner, Fem 5 Litres Hand Wash, Venus. Safety Grey Colour Universal Vsorb Pad, etc.Choose from
anSome popularSCL 302010 4 Litres 300x200 Series Completely Closed Crate.Spanners, wrenches,
screwdrivers andPick your favorite hand tool brands online. SomeBuy quality arc weldingOnline
marketplaces host all types of carbon steelPurchase welding electrodes from leading brands such as
Sun weld, Superon and. Ador.India’s leading B2B online marketplace, it hosts all types of belts,
sprockets,Single and three phase motors from SonaGet standard roller chains from Renold atBuy a
whole range of classical belts, FHP belts. Hemm belts, hexagonal belts, narrow belts and power
loom belts at best pricesARCs can help businesses in derisking priceGet exclusive prices on all
leading brands online. Avail best services from our pan India dealer and distributor network in
topChennai, Mumbai, and Hyderabad. Please try again.The mask has standard connectors, so it
could fit many brands filter, such as 3M.This ensures that the material of the mask is safe and
reliable.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. After purchase, you will receive an email
with further information. Terms and Conditions apply. Learn more. Amazon Business For
businessexclusive pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable VAT invoices. Create a free account
Representative 21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay Ltd, over 18s only, subject to status.
Terms apply.Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.For
exceptions and conditions, see Return details.
If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support So it
supporting use of both the 3M cartridge, filter cotton and the canister. You just need only one gas
mask, you can use your 3M cartridge, filter cotton and the canister. It is very convenient for you. The
screw type is RD40 Standard thread interface. The bayonet is also the standard and universal
interface. Kindly note 1.Before wearing the mask and going into a polluted environment, you must
read over this manual carefully and pass through professional training. 2. When you use one kind of
interface, please make sure the other kind of interface is airtight.Amazon calculates a product’s star
ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into
account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and
factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.Also the mask seems made for
a fat faced person, I have a slimmish face and the only way to get a seal is to push it with my hand.
Having said that, if youve a fat face with lungs like a horse youll be fine.Good product. Excellent
service.Aggiungo poi per la qualita della visibilita, lantiappannamento e soprattutto per la TENUTA
in ESPIRAZIONE e RESPIRAZIONE. Sorella perfetta della 3M la superconsiglio. Perfettamente
compatibile don ogni pezzo e filtro 3M!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Si
adatta perfettamente al viso, tanto da non far passare nemmeno un filo daria, anche provandola
senza indossare le stringhe e la cuffia. Una meraviglia.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again L’unico problema e il materiale che ha unforte odore di gomma.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Click STAY

LOGGED IN button to remain active. LOGIN or REGISTER to view your account information.
The browser you are currently using is not supported by Fisheries Supply. Unsupported browsers
put your security at risk. Please upgrade to a different browser below. Enter valid email. Your
Comments Send a copy to my email. Searching for substitutes. If we didt update. PRODUCT
DETAILS TABLE WITH OPTIONS AND PRICING Click on See detailed table of all products to see
specifications of product options. Login or Register to see your preferred pricing. FOLLOW US ON
MAILING INFO Fisheries Supply Customer Service 1900 N Northlake Way Seattle, WA 98103 TEL
US 800.426.6930 EMAIL. All rights reserved. HostName410486FISHERIE. ALL prices subject to
change without notice. Returns of the product, in any condition, will not be accepted. Please expect
shipping delays due to supplier shutdowns and limited staff. Orders are being shipped out as soon as
possible and available products may ship separately.North is the leading name in respirators. You
have some options when it comes to choosing the best face mask for you. No other full face mask in
its price range offers this level of quality engineering and detail. It has a lightweight, low
maintenence design featuring an oral nasal cup to reduce fogging and improve comfort. The
facepiece is made of soft pliable elastomer that retains excellent chemical resistance. It features the
same oral nasal cup as the N54001. Other features include a wide field of vision, fivestrap harness,
and chin support. It easily converts to PAPR and Supplied Air. The hardcoated polycarbonate lens
provides over 200degree field of vision and protects the wearers eyes and face against irritating
gasses vapors and flying particles. The lens also provides excellent optics is scratch resistant and
meets ANSI Standards for impact and penetration resistance.North masks do not work with 3M
filters and vice versa.No other full facepiece in its price range. more info No other full facepiece in
its price range.
more info The series 120 provides the wearer soft, pliable protection with maximum comfort and.
more info Economically priced. Compact design fits closely. more info Economically priced. Compact
design fits closely. more info. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement. Combine with a
broad range of twin, lightweight 3M filters or cartridges to provide respiratory protection against
particulates and a variety of gases and vapours. Polycarbonate, high impact visor Size 2.85 MB Size
4.04 MB Size 2.99 MB Please, log in or register. Please try again.Comfort cradle positions the
respirator more comfortably on the headLarge lens provides a wide field of viewRegister a free
business account Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business
account to purchase In order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Please try your search again
later.You can edit your question or post anyway.This respirator features soft yet durable, silicone
material and a large lens for excellent peripheral vision. It helps provide protection against certain
airborne contaminants while keeping your vision clear with the 3M Scotchgard protected lens which
makes it possible to more easily wipe paints, stains and other liquids off the large lens. These
features combine to make extended wear of the facepiece more comfortable and practical to use
while helping to provide protection against certain airborne contaminants.
A number of additional comfort and convenience features have been built into the facepiece,
including a head cradle to help reduce pressure points and hair pulling, a soft silicone nose cup and
faceseal to cushion heavy contact areas, bonded silicone gaskets to prevent loose gaskets from
getting lost, and attachments that easily twist on and off. The facepiece fits securely with six straps
that snugly wrap around the head, reducing shifting that can distract on the job and require
readjustment. The straps are extremely durable, having been tested with over one million pulls.
Industries in which this facepiece are commonly used include agriculture, construction, general
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, and primary metals. NIOSH, a Federal government regulatory

agency, has tested and approved the 3M Ultimate FX Full Facepiece Reusable Respirator FF400
Series with 3M cartridges, filters or supplied air systems to help reduce breathing certain airborne
contaminants. The FF400 Series facepiece also meets the impact requirements of the ANSI
Z87.12010 standard, high impact level for face and eye protection. WARNING Respirators help
protect against certain airborne contaminants. Before use, the wearer must read and understand the
User Instructions provided as a part of the product packaging. Follow all local regulations. In the
U.S., a written respiratory protection program must be implemented meeting all the requirements of
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.134 including training, fit testing and medical evaluation. Misuse may result in
sickness or death. For correct use, consult supervisor and User Instructions, or call 3M Personal
Safety Division PSD Technical Service in the U.S.A. at 18002434630. In Canada, call
18002674414.Pull the respirator assembly down over the head. Place the nose in the nose cup and
chin in the chin cup area then press the facepiece firmly and evenly against the face.Make sure the
back of the harness is centered on the back of the head.
Place the palm of your hand over the exhalation valve and exhale gently. If the facepiece bulges
slightly and no air leaks are detected between the face and the facepiece, a proper seal check has
been obtained. Replace exhalation valve cover. If you cannot achieve a proper seal, do not enter the
contaminated area. See your supervisor.The facepiece should collapse lightly. If air leaks between
the face and the faceseal of the respirator, reposition it and adjust the straps for a tighter seal. See
your supervisor.Be careful not to disturb the position of the respirator. Inhale gently. The facepiece
should collapse slightly. See your supervisor.Misuse of 3M industrial and occupational products may
result in injury, sickness, or death. For help with product selection and use, consult your onsite
safety professional, industrial hygienist, or other subject matter expert. For additional product
information, visit www.3M.ca. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this
carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The
machine learned model takes into account factors including the age of a review, helpfulness votes by
customers and whether the reviews are from verified purchases. Please try again later. ve6fly 1.0
out of 5 stars Cannot get any answers, acceptance of the problem, or support from 3M Canada. They
will not stay tight, keep loosening on their own especially the bottom 2 straps. I had upgraded from
an earlier model of respirator where I had no problem., There is no apparent fix to this defect that
being the ribs of the straps are not robust enough to keep a hold. This will put you in a very
dangerous situation if you are counting on safe air. Do NOT buy these if you need a secure, tight
fitting respirator.This is probably overkill for Coronavirus protection but youll certainly be safe.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/67291

